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KEY=2 - GRIFFIN VALENTINA
SO THIS IS LOVE (CALLAWAYS #2)
Barbara Freethy "I love The Callaways! Heartwarming romance, intriguing suspense and sexy alpha heroes. What more
could you want?" — NYT Bestselling Author Bella Andre Emma Callaway, a hot ﬁre investigator, clashes with Max
Harrison, a cool homicide detective, in SO THIS IS LOVE, the second book in the Callaway Series, by #1 NY Times
Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy. For Max Harrison, love seduces and then destroys. His brother went to prison for
love. His father left his family for love. And Max is determined not to follow in their footsteps, until he meets Emma…
Emma runs into burning buildings without an ounce of fear and embraces life as if every day is a new adventure. But
while she's fearless on the job, Emma is a coward when it comes to love. Betrayed by an ex-boyfriend, Emma has no
intention of putting her heart on the line again, until she meets Max… As the ﬁres around the city rage, the heat
between them ignites in a blaze of passion that's far more dangerous. Will it destroy them, or will they ﬁnally get
everything they ever wanted… What the readers are saying… "Just when I thought it couldn't get any better this story
blows me away. In SO THIS IS LOVE, I was captivated from the very ﬁrst page, I couldn't wait to see what happened
next but I didn't want it to end." Caroline "I adore The Callaways, a family we'd all love to have. Each new book is a deft
combination of emotion, suspense and family dynamics. A remarkable, compelling series!" — USA Today Bestselling
Author Barbara O'Neal "SO THIS IS LOVE has suspense, drama and of course romance. I love this book and fall more
and more in love with the Callaway Family!" Jessica "Frankly, I wasn’t expecting such a twist from a romantic thriller
and in SO THIS IS LOVE, I was pleasantly surprised. Barbara Freethy has a stimulating way of narrating her stories that
draws you in, makes you feel really close to the characters and just keeps you turning the pages. This was a good
follow through to the impressive beginning of the series." Bookish Indulgences "Loved SO THIS IS LOVE! Max and
Emma are a great match and I enjoyed the bit of mystery to the story. Recommended read." Bette Also Available: The
Callaways On A Night Like This #1 So This Is Love #2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody
But You #5 – (Novella) All A Heart Needs #6 That Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know
#9 The Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know Better #1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You
#4 Once You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6 Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My
Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3

CLOSER TO YOU
Fog City Publishing, LLC "CLOSER TO YOU has my favorite combination, an enchanting romance and a tantalizing mystery.
And my most important requirement, characters that I care about." Valerie Renowned scientist Ian Callaway believes in
numbers, logic and reason. His life is an equation that always adds up, until his mentor asks him to do him a small
favor. This favor sends him out of his lab and smack into Grace O'Malley, a free-spirited, beautiful elementary school
teacher, who believes in love and miracles. He was only supposed to deliver a package from Grace's estranged father,
but a sudden snowstorm, a gathering of world leaders, and unexpected danger changes everything. Ian doesn't know if
he wants love, but he could sure use a miracle. If he can ﬁnd a way to believe in Grace and the impossible, he might
just get both. From #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy comes CLOSER TO YOU, a suspenseful,
heartwarming and page-turning novel. PRAISE FOR BARBARA FREETHY NOVELS: "I love The Callaways! Heartwarming
romance, intriguing suspense and sexy alpha heroes. What more could you want?" NYT Bestselling Author Bella Andre
"Gifted author Barbara Freethy creates an irresistible tale of family secrets, riveting adventure and heart-touching
romance." -- NYT Bestselling Author Susan Wiggs on Summer Secrets "This book has it all: heart, community, and
characters who will remain with you long after the book has ended. A wonderful story." -- NYT Bestselling Author
Debbie Macomber on Suddenly One Summer "Golden Lies is an absolute treasure, a fabulous, page-turning
combination of romance and intrigue. Fans of Nora Roberts and Elizabeth Lowell will love Golden Lies." Kristin Hannah
"The Callaway stories always seem to ﬁnd a way to touch your heart and your emotions. I really enjoyed Ian & Grace &
their story. I would recommend this story, like all of Barbara Freethy's, to anyone who likes their romance with a little
mystery included." Pam on CLOER TO YOU "CLOSER TO YOU really kept me reading and included just the right amount
of romance and intrigue. Barbara Freethy does not fail to keep my interest!" Deb Also Available: The Callaways On A
Night Like This #1 So This Is Love #2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5
(Novella) All A Heart Needs #6 That Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The
Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know Better #1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once
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You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6 Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest
Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just One Kiss #4

FALLING FOR A STRANGER
Hyde st Press A former Navy pilot meets a woman who is a dead ringer for his love who was killed in an accident at sea.
From #1 NYT Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy comes the third book in the Callaway Series. Romance and mystery at
its best! Setting: San Francisco.

ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS: HEARTWARMING SECOND CHANCE ROMANCE
THE CALLAWAYS CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE SERIES #1
Fog City Publishing, LLC Sara had always been untouchable, his sister's best friend, and the girl next door... Smokejumper
Aiden Callaway never questioned his job until a ﬁre took the life of his friend, Kyle, and left Aiden with injuries and
fractured memories. The truth may clear Aiden of blame but destroy Kyle's reputation and hurt the people he left
behind. Sara has never forgiven or forgotten the way Aiden brought their teenage relationship crashing down. But the
sparks between Aiden and Sara have been smoldering for a very long time. Sara is afraid to take another chance on
the man who broke her heart, and Aiden knows better than anyone how dangerous an intense ﬁre can be. As teenagers
they weren't ready for each other. Are they ready now? Or will secrets derail their second chance at love? Don't miss
this breathtaking and emotional second-chance romance and the ﬁrst book in the NYT Bestselling Series: The
Callaways! Also Available: The Callaways On A Night Like This (#1) So This Is Love (#2) Falling For A Stranger (#3)
Between Now And Forever (#4) Nobody But You (#5) A Callaway Wedding Novella) All A Heart Needs (#6) That Summer
Night (#7) When Shadows Fall (#8) Somewhere Only We Know (#9) Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know Better (#1)
Tender Is The Night (#2) Take Me Home (#3)(Callaway Novella) Closer To You (#4) Once You're Mine (#5) Can't Let Go
(#6) Secrets We Keep (#7) Spin-Oﬀ Series – Whisper Lake Always With Me (#1) My Wildest Dream (#2) Can't Fight The
Moonlight (#3) Just One Kiss (#4) What the readers are saying… "I adore the Callaways, a family we'd all love to have.
Each new book is a deft combination of emotion, suspense and family dynamics. A remarkable, compelling series!" —
Barbara O'Neal, author of How to Bake a Perfect Life. "I love the characters! A wonderful book and I can't wait to read
the rest of the series." Kim –ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS "In ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS, I found myself happily whisked away into
the world of the Callaways. This was a good story with lots of mystery at its heart, and the romance between Sara and
Aiden kept me turning the pages. I really enjoy romance stories where there is a great family setting to sink into, and
the writing in this book was superb!" Alix "This was a fast-paced, easy to read story. The characters were well-written
and believable from page one. I loved the interaction with the rest of Aiden's family and am looking forward to reading
the rest of this series. I highly recommend this book! Sue –on ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS "In ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS there
are ﬁres, renewed friendships, love romance, sexual tension and most of all secrets. 5 Stars!" Becky "Romance at its
best! I could not put this book down. The characters were so well ﬂeshed out and you are rooting for them to solve the
problems and have a wonderful ending." Kathleen "ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS - what a great story! Wonderful characters
with mystery, intrigue and love!" Christine

SECRETS WE KEEP
Fog City Publishing, LLC "Another fabulous story—a mystery to solve, danger and romance all wrapped together. If you're
not already a fan of Barbara Freethy, this story is sure to make you one." – Susan D., Goodreads When ﬁreﬁghter
Hunter Callaway makes a grisly discovery during a scorching ﬁre at the house of his former high school sweetheart,
everything he thought he knew about his past is now in question. The girl he'd loved, the one who'd broken his heart
when she'd run away with another guy, might not have been who he thought she was. The last thing Cassidy Ellison
ever wanted to do was revisit her past. But she's suddenly a suspect in a terrible crime, and while she might be able to
put oﬀ the police, there's no running away from Hunter Callaway—not again. The boy of her dreams is now a man—an
impatient, angry, demanding man who wants answers, some of which she has vowed never to speak. Staying silent has
kept her alive, but now her secrets might not only take her life, but also Hunter's. As determined as Hunter is to make
her talk, someone else is just as determined to keep her quiet… What the readers are saying… "I read SECRETS WE
KEEP in one sitting and could not put it down. This is my "comfort food" author where I know I will enjoy and savor the
story, still wanting more. The pace was consistent throughout the book and the character development had many
layers where you were feeling happy, sad, anxious and overall feelings of hope for yet another Callaway." Debbie "Oh, I
loved it so much. Another great read by Ms. Freethy! It has lots of romance, drama and laughs as well. SECRETS WE
KEEP is another Great Callaway story. You must read this one." Mary "Falling in love is risky business for a Callaway in
SECRETS WE KEEP. Freethy exercises every sense to create unforgettable. From the mind to the heart, nothing is oﬀ
limits." Isha "SECRETS WE KEEP was intense, suspenseful, and kept me on the edge of who was the guilty one from
Cassidy's past. Lots of twists and turns, almost being driven oﬀ a cliﬀ, kidnapped, and almost shot. Lots of action to
keep you on the edge. Loved it!!" Karen Also Available: The Callaways On A Night Like This #1 So This Is Love #2
Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 – (Novella) All A Heart Needs #6 That
Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know Better
#1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6 Secrets
We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just
One Kiss #4
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ALL A HEART NEEDS
Fog City Publishing, LLC Sean Callaway never thought of himself as a hero, but now he's forced to face his most disturbing
memories, not only to solve the riddle of the tragedy that ripped his life apart, but also to save the woman he loves…
The black sheep of the Callaway clan, Sean Callaway is the one sibling who refused to follow in the family tradition of
ﬁreﬁghting. Instead, he lives his life in music. On the outside, he's a free-spirited rock star, but on the inside, Sean is
haunted by the death of a childhood friend, a tragedy no one knows he witnessed. He's kept the secret for twenty
years. But nothing stays hidden forever… Jessica Schilling, a young widow, moved to San Francisco to reunite her sixyear-old stepson with his long-lost identical twin brother, Brandon. She rents a house just around the corner from the
Callaways, and while cleaning out the garage for the previous owner Jessica stumbles upon a very old secret—one that
someone might just be willing to kill to keep. What the readers are saying… "I don't know about anyone else, but I
don't have any ﬁngernails left after reading ALL A HEART NEEDS. I am so in love with this whole series, and I think it
just keeps getting better and better with each additional book. If you love a well written story that full of romance,
intriguing suspense, close family ties, good friends, and cute kids, then this series was made for you." Cindy F "The
story twists and turns to keep you reading until the very end. You do not want to put it down. Mystery, heartbreak,
family and love all in the Callaway tradition. I recommend this book to everyone who enjoys reading." Charlene "The
Callaways are a family that you must meet!! There is so much love, humor, strength and friendship among this family
and the story pulls you in to make it seem like you are right there in the middle of them." Sara "I'm still wiping tears
(of joy) from my eyes. This story brought out every emotion possible; anger, sadness, frustration, anxiety and joy.
Each Callaway tale brings more pleasure than the last. Sean and Jessica and little Kyle are in my heart for a long time."
Pen of Penelope "I always know I'm in for adventure when I pick up a Barbara Freethy book. The way she weaves the
story, rich characters, descriptive places and emotions, all build a tale that will have you sorry when the last page is
turned, and have you reaching for her next book." Jan Also Available: The Callaways On A Night Like This #1 So This Is
Love #2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 – (Novella) All A Heart Needs #6
That Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know
Better #1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6
Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight
#3 Just One Kiss #4

TAKE ME HOME (A CALLAWAY SERIES NOVELLA)
Fog City Publishing, LLC

CALLAWAYS BOXED SET - BOOKS 1-3
Fog City Publishing, LLC The Callaways Boxed Set - Books 1-3 Meet the Callaways, the bestselling romantic and
suspenseful family series by #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy. This special boxed set oﬀers the
ﬁrst three full-length novels in the series. Each book is ﬁlled with Barbara Freethy's unique blend of page-turning
romance, family and mystery—unforgettable stories that will touch your heart. ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS: The second
oldest of the Callaway clan, Aiden Callaway veered from the family tradition of urban ﬁreﬁghting and became a
smokejumper, never questioning his choice until the job took the life of his friend, Kyle, and left Aiden with injuries
and fractured memories. Everyone blames Aiden for what happened, but he doesn't remember, nor is he sure he wants
to remember. The truth may clear Aiden of blame but destroy Kyle's reputation and hurt the people he left behind.
Aiden seeks help from an unlikely ally. Sara had always been untouchable, sweet, innocent, his sister's best friend, and
the girl next door. But one reckless night in their youth took their relationship to a new level. Sara has never forgiven
or forgotten the way Aiden brought it crashing down, but she's no longer that girl with the crazy crush. She's a woman
in search of her own truth. The sparks between Aiden and Sara have been smoldering for a very long time. Sara is
afraid to take another chance on a man who broke her heart, and Aiden knows better than anyone how dangerous an
intense ﬁre can be. As teenagers they weren't ready for each other. Are they ready now? SO THIS IS LOVE: Emma
Callaway, a hot ﬁre investigator clashes with Max Harrison, a cool homicide detective in SO THIS IS LOVE, the second
book in the Callaway Series. For Max Harrison, love seduces and then destroys. His brother went to prison for love. His
father left his family for love. And Max is determined not to follow in their footsteps, until he meets Emma… Emma
runs into burning buildings without an ounce of fear and embraces life as if every day is a new adventure. But while
she's fearless on the job, Emma is a coward when it comes to love. Betrayed by an ex-boyfriend, Emma has no
intention of putting her heart on the line again, until she meets Max… As the ﬁres around the city rage, the heat
between them ignites in a blaze of passion that's far more dangerous. Will it destroy them or will they ﬁnally get
everything they ever wanted… FALLING FOR A STRANGER Ria is as sexy and sultry as a warm tropical night and as
beautifully dangerous as the island drinks she serves at the beachside bar on Isla de los Suenos -- The Island of
Dreams. But Ria is not as carefree as she appears, and the pretense is wearing her down. One night she risks
everything to escape from reality. Drew Callaway is a former Navy pilot looking for his own escape from a life that has
seen too much tragedy. Meeting Ria is like embracing the sun, and their single night together is life-changing. But the
dream quickly fades when Ria is killed in a tragic accident at sea. Months later, thousands of miles away from where
they ﬁrst met, Drew sees a woman who looks just like Ria. She claims her name is Tory, and that they've never met
before, but he can see that she's in trouble, and he can't walk away. He's going to save her whether she wants it or
not. Drew isn't afraid of a little danger, but can he risk losing his heart to a beautiful stranger? Also Available in the
Callaway Series: On A Night Like This (#1) So This is Love (#2) Falling For A Stranger (#3) Between Now and Forever
(#4) Nobody But You (A Callaway Wedding Novella) All A Heart Needs (#5) That Summer Night (#6) When Shadows Fall
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(#7) Somewhere Only We Know (#8) Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know Better (#1) Tender Is The Night (#2) Take Me
Home (A Callaway Novella) Closer to You (#3) Once You're Mine (#4) PRAISE FOR THE CALLAWAYS! "I love the
Callaways! Heartwarming romance, intriguing suspense and sexy alpha heroes. What more could you want?" NYT
Bestselling Author Bella Andre "I loved Aiden and Sara’s story! Barbara manages to give us a good glimpse of the rest
of the family too, without taking away from Aiden and Sara’s story, leaving us with a little bit of mystery to be followed
up on." Harlequin Junkie for ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS "I adore the Callaways, a family we'd all love to have. Each new
book is a deft combination of emotion, suspense and family dynamics. A remarkable, compelling series!" Barbara
O'Neal, author of How to Bake a Perfect Life. "I love the Callaways and FALLING FOR A STRANGER makes me love their
family even more." All Night Books

CALLAWAYS BOXED SET BOOKS 1-8 PLUS NOVELLA!
Fog City Publishing, LLC From #1 NY Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy comes a romantic contemporary series
about the Callaways, a big, blended Irish family born to serve and protect. If you love strong, alpha heroes, emotional
and compelling romance and light suspense, you'll love the Callaways. Find out why over 1.5 million people are loving
the Callaways in this special boxed set that includes the ﬁrst eight complete novels in the series and a bonus novella!
Includes: ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS (#1) SO THIS IS LOVE (#2) FALLING FOR A STRANGER (#3) BETWEEN NOW AND
FOREVER (#4) NOBODY BUT YOU (A Callaway Wedding Novella) ALL A HEART NEEDS (#5) THAT SUMMER NIGHT (#6)
WHEN SHADOWS FALL (#7) SOMEWHERE ONLY WE KNOW (#8)

TENDER IS THE NIGHT
Fog City Publishing, LLC "Fabulously written characters with wit and humor. Action packed and dramatic. Sexy and angst
ﬁlled. Intense twists and turns. I love this family." Terri - Goodreads FBI agent Kate Callaway is on her way to San
Francisco for a family wedding when her boss asks her to make a side trip to help an ex-agent with a cold case. Devin
Scott wants FBI resources to ﬁnd a serial arsonist, who is believed to be dead. Instead, he gets a newly minted agent
who is a beautiful, idealistic and irritating distraction. He wants her to walk away, and she knows she should go…but
she can't. Suddenly, Kate is caught up in an intriguing mystery and the arms of a dangerously sexy man, whose
obsession with truth and justice could put not only his life on the line but also hers. Don't miss this riveting romance
by #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy! What the readers are saying… "Wow, I couldn't put it down
once I started reading! Read Barbara Freethy's Tender Is The Night and immerse yourself in yet another Callaways
saga." Virginia - Goodreads "I love Barbara Freethy books and this story did not disappoint. The pace was steady and
before I knew it, I was at the end of the story. I look forward to learning more about Kate and Mia’s family. 5 stars!"
Debbie – Goodreads "Author Barbara Freethy does a masterful job of creating a plot that draws the reader to a
suspenseful climax. With each new book in the Callaway series, she brings together a wonderful blend of love, family
and suspense." RJ – Goodreads "The characters are complex and grow throughout the story. The twists & turns of the
plot keep you involved. I was caught from the beginning and could not put it down." Pam – Goodreads "The writing was
captivating, with vivid description, thrills and chills, and unexpected twists making this a real page turner. The tension
was thick with plenty of suspense, great chills, thrills with unexpected twists that kept the reader on the edge of the
seat." Carol - Goodreads Also Available: The Callaways On A Night Like This #1 So This Is Love #2 Falling For a
Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 – (Novella) All A Heart Needs #6 That Summer Night #7
When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know Better #1 Tender Is The
Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6 Secrets We Keep #7
Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3

ONCE YOU'RE MINE
Fog City Publishing, LLC "ONCE YOU'RE MINE is a perfect blend of intrigue, suspense, action and smoldering romance and
author Barbara Freethy has outdone herself once again!" RJ Fireﬁghter Dylan Callaway is no coward when it comes to
running into burning buildings but running into love with a beautiful and seriously annoying brunette is another story.
Dylan ﬁrst met Tori Hayden in high school when she was the irritating little sister of one of his best friends. Ten years
later, Tori is a determined news reporter, who believes Dylan holds the key to solving a mysterious ﬁre that may be
part of a cover-up for murder. Tori would have rather worked with anyone other than the ruggedly sexy Dylan, who had
been the star of many of her teenaged fantasies, but she needs help to get to the truth and to get justice for someone
she loved. Sparks ﬂy as Dylan and Tori put out one ﬁre only to start another one—one that might consume them both.
From #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy comes a page-turning, poignant and thrilling romantic
suspense novel about love, courage and risking it all! PRAISE FOR BARBARA FREETHY NOVELS "ONCE YOU'RE MINE is
intriguing and very action packed. It deals with deception, intrigue, arson, murder, big business, and love, of course. It
is well-written and deﬁnitely keeps you on your toes and into the book." Pam "I have LOVED the Callaway’s since I read
the ﬁrst book…and I love the Callaway cousins just as much. This whole extended family is a loving, caring, let’s pull
together family. If everyone was this way, the world would work much more smoothly! I love romance and suspense
and this story has more than a little of both! ONCE YOU'RE MINE is a great story and a must read in my opinion." Perrin
"Tori and Dylan’s story in ONCE YOU'RE MINE drew me in from the very beginning. It started oﬀ with a bang making it
hard to put the book down. The plot was fast paced and kept me guessing. I couldn’t quite believe how it turned out in
the end which I loved. 5 Stars!" Alicia "I love The Callaways! Heartwarming romance, intriguing suspense and sexy
alpha heroes. What more could you want?" NYT Bestselling Author Bella Andre "A fabulous, page-turning combination
of romance and intrigue. Fans of Nora Roberts and Elizabeth Lowell will love Golden Lies.” Kristin Hannah on Golden
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Lies "Gifted author Barbara Freethy creates an irresistible tale of family secrets, riveting adventure and hearttouching romance." NYT Bestselling Author Susan Wiggs on Summer Secrets "This book has it all: heart, community,
and characters who will remain with you long after the book has ended. A wonderful story." NYT Bestselling Author
Debbie Macomber on Suddenly One Summer ALSO AVAILABLE: The Callaways On A Night Like This #1 So This Is Love
#2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 – (Novella) All A Heart Needs #6 That
Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know Better
#1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6 Secrets
We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just
One Kiss #4

SOMEWHERE ONLY WE KNOW
Fog City Publishing, LLC Fireﬁghter Burke Callaway has been living in the shadows since the tragic death of his ﬁancée.
He had no interest in coming out of the dark, until the beautiful and unpredictable Maddie came back to town. Maddie
Heller is the ultimate free spirit, her love of life and cooking taking her all over the globe, and only a few people know
that her easy smile covers a personal tragedy. With a new job oﬀer in San Francisco, Maddie thinks it might be time to
stay in one place, especially when she runs into Burke again. Burke was the handsome, sexy hero of her youth who
could do no wrong. Maddie was the pretty, fun-loving girl of his youth who loved to break the rules. They were
opposites in every way, but there was always a connection. It was just never the right time or the right place—until
maybe now. But their budding love story suddenly takes a dangerous turn, and a series of escalating incidents makes
them realize that falling in love might not just be terrifying but also deadly. What the readers are saying…
"SOMEWHERE ONLY WE KNOW was a thrill-seeker for me—full of mystery, drama, and love. Like most Callaway novels,
Barbara keeps you reading until the end. 5 STARS!" Ashley "Opposites attract in SOMEWHERE ONLY WE KNOW!
Compelling story, believable characters, enjoyable dialogue and easy to follow story line." Bookzilla "Loved the
characters, the suspense, and the emotions coming through the pages. Five stars for Burke and Maddy." Jennifer "The
perfect blend blend of romance, a bit of mystery with suspense and of course the rest of the Callaway clan makes for a
great read in SOMEWHERE ONLY WE KNOW. This is part of a series but can be read as a standalone." Shari "This is by
far the best Callaway book yet. Burke is amazing. And Maddie is a hysterically funny free spirit that you can't help but
fall in love with. From start to ﬁnish it held my interest." Yvonne Also Available: The Callaways On A Night Like This #1
So This Is Love #2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 – (Novella) All A Heart
Needs #6 That Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The Callaway Cousins If I Didn't
Know Better #1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go
#6 Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The
Moonlight #3 Just One Kiss #4

NOBODY BUT YOU (A CALLAWAY WEDDING NOVELLA)
Fog City Publishing, LLC The Callaways are having a wedding! While Emma and her bridesmaids are toasting to Emma's
future, Max and his brother, Spencer, make a stop on their way to the wedding and suddenly ﬁnd themselves in a life
or death situation. They go from being worried that they might be late to the ceremony to wondering if they'll make it
at all. Spencer is used to his younger brother being the hero of the family. But now it's his turn. If he can convince a
beautiful stranger with a dark past to put her fears aside and help him, together they can save the day for Emma and
Max and perhaps ﬁnd a future and a love for themselves. *NOBODY BUT YOU is a 25,000 word novella (approximately
100 pages). It can be read on its own as well as in conjunction with the series. What the readers are saying… "Even
though a short novella, NOBODY BUT YOU is packed full with drama and suspense that you don't want to pass up."
Shari Loved NOBODY BUT YOU! Couldn't put it down! Thanks for sharing more of Max and Emma with us and allowing
us to fall in love with Spencer." Ashley "Wonderful book, very heart-warming. Should have known Max and Emma
couldn't get married the easy way!" Landra "NOBODY BUT YOU is a short easy read that kept me on the edge of my
seat - total page turner! Barbara Freethy has done it again! wonderful consistently great storyteller!" Mary Also
Available: The Callaways On A Night Like This #1 So This Is Love #2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and
Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 – (Novella) All A Heart Needs #6 That Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8
Somewhere Only We Know #9 The Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know Better #1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home
#3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6 Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series
Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just One Kiss #4

FALLING FOR A STRANGER (CALLAWAYS, #3)
Fog City Publishing, LLC "Barbara Freethy knows how to tell a fantastic story and FALLING FOR A STRANGER is no
exception. If you're looking for a great feel good read with a bit of action and mystery, this book is for you!" Lesley Ria
is as sexy and sultry as a warm tropical night and as beautifully dangerous as the island drinks she serves at the
beachside bar on Isla de los Suenos -- The Island of Dreams. But Ria is not as carefree as she appears, and the
pretense is wearing her down. One night she risks everything to escape from reality. Drew Callaway is a former Navy
pilot and rescue operative looking for his own escape from a life that has seen too much tragedy. Meeting Ria is like
embracing the sun, and their single night together is life-changing. But the dream quickly fades when Ria is killed in a
tragic accident at sea. Months later, thousands of miles away from where they ﬁrst met, Drew sees a woman who looks
just like Ria. She claims her name is Tory, and that they've never met before, but he can see that she's in trouble, and
he can't walk away. He's going to save her whether she wants it or not. Drew isn't afraid of a little danger, but can he
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risk losing his heart to a beautiful stranger? What the readers are saying… "I love The Callaways! Heartwarming
romance, intriguing suspense and sexy alpha heroes. What more could you want?" — NYT Bestselling Author Bella
Andre "I love the Callaways and FALLING FOR A STRANGER just makes me love their family even more." --All Night
Books "I love the mystery and the love of family that is shown through this series. I just can't get enough of the
Callaways." Julie on FALLING FOR A STRANGER "FALLING FOR A STRANGER is such a great read! I've read it three times
couldn't put it down." Laura "I absolutely love going back to the Callaways family, so tight knit and lots of love,
laughter and in between. I loved reading about Drew and Ria in FALLING FOR A STRANGER. It was great to see all the
obstacles and then some that they went through. I can't wait to continue on with this series. 5 Stars!" Marisela "Drew
and Ria are the ultimate star-crossed lovers in FALLING FOR A STRANGER. With secrets around every corner this is a
book that has to be read to be believed. Favorite of the Callaway series!" Isha "I adore The Callaways, a family we'd all
love to have. Each new book is a deft combination of emotion, suspense and family dynamics. A remarkable,
compelling series!" — USA Today Bestselling Author Barbara O'Neal Also Available: The Callaways On A Night Like This
#1 So This Is Love #2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 – (Novella) All A
Heart Needs #6 That Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The Callaway Cousins If I
Didn't Know Better #1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once You're Mine #5 Can't
Let Go #6 Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The
Moonlight #3 Just One Kiss #4

WHEN SHADOWS FALL: A FIREFIGHT ROMANCE WITH AN EMOTIONAL TWIST
Fog City Publishing, LLC "Barbara Freethy is always at the top of her game writing a suspenseful, heartwarming story
from start to ﬁnish. WHEN SHADOWS FALL is truly a page turner you don't want to put down and it will warm your
heart." Faye Olivia Bennett is a biographer, a narrator of lives far more interesting than her own. When she volunteers
to write down the memories of Eleanor Callaway, an elderly woman suﬀering from Alzheimer's, she gets caught up in a
compelling story of a great love and a terrible secret. Suddenly, she is no longer a spectator but an investigator, and in
her quest for the truth, she not only ﬁnds herself at odds with Eleanor's sexy and very protective grandson Colton
Callaway, but she also discovers a more personal connection to Eleanor's past. Colton is a ﬁreﬁghter, a man used to
going after what he wants and getting it. He pushes the limits, takes chances, and is willing to risk everything to save
a life, especially if that life belongs to his grandmother. As Olivia and Colton stir up the smoldering embers of the past,
they soon come to realize that the greatest danger may not come from those who want to protect their secrets, but
from each other. The one thing neither of them has ever been willing to risk is their heart. What the readers are
saying… "I am left speechless. Each Callaway makes me fall in love a bit more. In WHEN SHADOWS FALL, Colton and
Olivia are perfection. They shine brightly and leave you with no doubts about their HEA.Thank you Barbara Freethy for
another well written heart touching testament to all that is good and right in our world." Shannon "Barbara Freethy
does it again, with characters so real and a mystery that has been simmering through the series. The idea that
someone getting who you really are can be life changing is very real for me. A great story. I'd recommend it for anyone
who enjoys Nora Roberts, Marie Force, Robyn Carr or Susan Mallery." Libby "I found WHEN SHADOWS FALL intriguing,
fun and full of hope. I like how all the characters of the Callaway family are mentioned and entwined into the story but
the author never loses focus on the main characters . I always look forward to her next story." Christy "This series is
awesome! Barbara Freethy is an amazing author who brings you into the book like you are part of the family. Not
having a big family, I really love reading all the family dynamics and the characters are just great! If you haven't read
anything by Barbara Freethy, go get something, you will not be disappointed." Suzanne Also Available: The Callaways
On A Night Like This #1 So This Is Love #2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 –
(Novella) All A Heart Needs #6 That Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The
Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know Better #1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once
You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6 Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest
Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just One Kiss #4

THAT SUMMER NIGHT
Fog City Publishing, LLC "I love the Callaways! Heartwarming romance, intriguing suspense and sexy alpha heroes. What
more could you want?" – NYT Bestselling Author Bella Andre Reid Becker was the best of the best, an elite soldier
whose career ended abruptly in a mission gone awry. Derailed after a decade of intense focus, Reid is spending far too
much time in his best friend's bar. Then Shayla Callaway walks into his life with a desperate plea for help. How can he
resist a beautiful blonde? The last thing Shayla Callaway was looking for was trouble. After years of medical school,
she is months away from ﬁnishing her residency when a stint with a research team lands her in the middle of a game
of drugs and money, and the only person who can help her is a burned-out ex-soldier with a hot body and a cocky
attitude. Reid and Shayla have always put duty and career ﬁrst. But as the danger heats up, so do the summer nights.
Suddenly, it's not just about saving the world but about saving each other and a love they never expected … What the
reviewers are saying… "THAT SUMMER NIGHT is another huge hit in the Callaway's Series. I can't recommend this
series enough. I love all the twist and turns and the romance is always a treat. Read this series, I promise you won't be
disappointed." Caroline "If you want a great read and a family to fall in love with this is the series you want to get."
Amazon Reviewer "I was enthralled and drawn into the personal struggles of Shayla and Reid as they ﬁgure out what
they both need and want out of life. Another awesome book in this most wonderful series on the dynamic family, The
Callaways. A must read for everyone either as part of the series you adore or a stand-alone story." Charlene "Barbara
gives us a fantastically written story of love and family. I think that's what I love about this series so much is the
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family values and closeness that is written wonderfully within each individual story." Yvonne Also Available: The
Callaways On A Night Like This #1 So This Is Love #2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody
But You #5 – (Novella) All A Heart Needs #6 That Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know
#9 The Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know Better #1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You
#4 Once You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6 Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My
Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just One Kiss #4

IF I DIDN'T KNOW BETTER (CALLAWAY COUSINS #1)
Fog City Publishing, LLC "Loved this book. Great start to the Callaway Cousins spinoﬀ. A little suspense, a lot of romance
and a great story make this a winner." Bette - Goodreads Mia Callaway thought she had the perfect guy and the
perfect job...until she didn't. After a run of bad luck, Mia is looking for an escape, so she agrees to go to Angel's Bay to
clean out her aunt's house. She has no idea that the wounded soldier next door and his adorable, but also wounded,
daughter are about to change her deﬁnition of perfect. Add in stolen art, a family secret, and a town where miracles
can happen, and Mia's escape turns out to be the greatest adventure of her life. Don't miss this emotional and
heartwarming small-town romance by #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy. What the readers are
saying… "Barbara Freethy delivers stories that supply variety and suspense that keeps her readers from getting too
comfortable and her stories from being redundant. If I Didn't Know Better has adventure, mystery and at the center of
it all is family. This is a story of healing that brings hope, family and emotion along for the ride." Isha – Goodreads
"Another great read in this series! A true Callaway Series has all the fundamental of a great book. Humour, suspense,
tenderness and romance. Loved all of it." Mary – Goodreads "What better way to continue the Callaway saga than to
also include our beloved Angels Bay. What better place for three souls to heal in the place where angels make miracles
happen. Mia and Jeremy's story is fantastic. Suspenseful and yet romantic. You will deﬁnitely fall in love with the
characters as well as the story." Mommymoose "A story of love full of tenderness and understanding and the meeting
of souls and hearts that need to be together. 5 Stars!" Cinthia - Goodreads Also Available: The Callaways On A Night
Like This #1 So This Is Love #2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 – (Novella)
All A Heart Needs #6 That Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The Callaway
Cousins If I Didn't Know Better #1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once You're
Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6 Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2
Can't Fight The Moonlight #3

BETWEEN NOW AND FOREVER (CALLAWAYS #4)
Fog City Publishing, LLC "Heartbreaking, tender and romantic. This one tugs on the heartstrings." Karen Nicole met Ryan
when he was a handsome, cocky teenager with a desire to ﬂy high above the clouds. Ryan encouraged Nicole to dream
big and promised her a lifetime of happiness, but several years into their lives together, they were faced with
obstacles bigger than either had ever imagined. Their love faltered. They lost their way and considered what had once
been unthinkable—the end of their forever. But now fate throws them a curve, an event that forces them back
together, that strips their emotions bare and is both terrifying and strangely unifying. For the ﬁrst time in a long while
they have to face each other, and not only talk but also listen, because their lives depend on it—not only their lives,
but also the life of their six-year-old son. Secrets and lies frame a perilous journey to the truth that takes Nicole and
Ryan to Angel's Bay, a place where miracles sometimes happen. But in order to get that miracle, Nicole and Ryan must
work together and learn how to trust and love each other again. Only then will they be able to save their family and
ﬁnd their way to happily ever after. What the readers are saying… "I loved, loved, loved this book. This author has a
way of weaving a love story around chaos. This book takes readers through ups and downs and just when you think
you have ﬁgured it out, you’re thrown for a loop. I loved every second of it." Nicole "The author has found the perfect
balance of mystery and romance in BETWEEN NOW AND FOREVER. And my God, the mystery in this book was just too
good – I loved the concept completely. This has to be my favorite book in the Series." Bookish Indulgences "I really love
this series and the Callaway family. Beautifully written; it makes you want to hold your loved ones close." Krista "This
was such an endearing book of love, forgiveness, family, suspense, surprises and miracles. It was a hard book to put
down. I have loved this series so much. Seems like each book gets better and better. I would give this book more than
5 stars if I could. Excellent romance, drama." Becky "BETWEEN NOW AND FOREVER is a riveting read ﬁlled with heartwrenching emotion. If you enjoy an emotionally-charged story with a great building of suspense and a heart-warming
second chance romance, then you will love Between Now and Forever." Vicki Also Available: The Callaways On A Night
Like This #1 So This Is Love #2 Falling For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 – (Novella)
All A Heart Needs #6 That Summer Night #7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The Callaway
Cousins If I Didn't Know Better #1 Tender Is The Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once You're
Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6 Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper Lake Spin-Oﬀ Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2
Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just One Kiss #4

ALL SHE EVER WANTED (A GRIPPING ROMANTIC MYSTERY!)
Barbara Freethy From #1 New York Times Bestselling Author comes a romantic and suspenseful story of three best
friends and a terrible, life-changing secret. She was their closest friend, or so they thought -- until years later, when
her secrets send them on a perilous search for the truth about who she really was ... and why she died ... Ten years
ago, during a party gone out of control, beautiful, vibrant Emily plummeted to her death, leaving her three best friends
and sorority sisters -- Natalie, Laura and Madison -- devastated. None of them has ever forgotten that night -- or the
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role each may have played in Emily's death, the guilt that has pursued them, and the loss they still suﬀer. Now an
unknown writer has rocketed onto bestseller lists with a novel that eerily mirrors their own story. Who is he? How does
he know the intimate details of their lives? And why is he accusing one of them of murder? As they begin to unravel
the startling truth about their friend, each will rediscover a love she lost long ago and uncover secrets that will forever
change her life...

CAN'T LET GO: CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE WITH THE CALLAWAYS!
Fog City Publishing, LLC

RYAN'S RETURN
Fog City Publishing, LLC From # 1 NYT Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy comes an emotional and romantic
contemporary novel about love, family and a little bit of magic. Customers who like books by Debbie Macomber, Nora
Roberts, and Robyn Carr might enjoy this story. A HEART IS CALLED HOME... Famous photojournalist Ryan Hunter has
come back to a family torn apart by mistrust and resentment -- to the father who disowned him, to the brother who
betrayed him, to the little boy who shares his features. Ryan, the charismatic "bad boy" son, has returned -- stirring up
past conﬂicts like a whirlwind...and throwing Kara Delaney's fragile, passionate heart into turmoil. ...AND LOVE IS
WAITING. Kara has struggled back from a disastrous marriage to build a new life for herself and her little girl -- a
peaceful existence now jeopardized by vicious, small town politics, by her daughter's fanciful ghost stories...and by
Ryan's return. Now nature's impending fury threatens to expose long-buried secrets. And Kara must join with the
enigmatic, misunderstood Ryan -- to discover the truth that will save their families.... and to explore a dangerous,
irresistible love as mighty and enduring as the onrushing river.

BEAUTIFUL STORM
LIGHTNING STRIKES (#1)
Fog City Publishing, LLC "Barbara Freethy’s Romantic Suspense books are explosively good!" –New York Times bestselling
author Toni Anderson. When her father's plane mysteriously disappeared in the middle of an electrical storm, Alicia
Monroe became obsessed with lightning. Now a news photographer in Miami, Alicia covers local stories by day and
chases storms at night. In a ﬂash of lightning, she sees what appears to be a murder, but when she gets to the scene,
there is no body, only a military tag belonging to Liliana Valdez, a woman who has been missing for two months. While
the police use the tag to jump-start their stalled investigation, Alicia sets oﬀ on her own to ﬁnd the missing woman.
Her search takes her into the heart of Miami's Cuban-American community, where she meets the attractive but
brooding Michael Cordero, who has his own demons to vanquish. Soon Alicia and Michael are not just trying to save
Liliana's life but also their own, as someone will do anything to protect a dark secret… From #1 NY Times Bestselling
Author Barbara Freethy comes the ﬁrst book in a new romantic suspense trilogy: Lightning Strikes. In these connected
novels, lightning leads to love, danger, and the unraveling of long-buried secrets that will change not only the past but
also the future… Grab the Complete Lightning Strikes Trilogy: Beautiful Storm (#1) Lightning Lingers (#2) Summer
Rain (#3) Don't Miss The Spin-Oﬀ Series: OFF THE GRID: FBI SERIES Perilous Trust (#1) Reckless Whisper (#2)
Desperate Play (#3) Elusive Promise (#4) Dangerous Choice (#5) PRAISE for Barbara Freethy Novels! "Barbara Freethy
delivers riveting, plot-twisting suspense and a deeply emotional story. Every book is a thrilling romantic ride." USA
Today Bestselling Author Rachel Grant "Freethy has a gift for creating complex characters." Library Journal "Barbara
Freethy is a master storyteller with a gift for spinning tales about ordinary people in extraordinary situations and
drawing readers into their lives.” Romance Reviews Today "Freethy skillfully keeps the reader on the hook, and her
tantalizing and believable tale has it all– romance, adventure, and mystery." Booklist for Summer Secrets

SUMMER RAIN (LIGHTNING STRIKES #3)
Fog City Publishing, LLC

GOLDEN LIES
Fog City Publishing, LLC Customers who like books by Nora Roberts, Carla Neggars, Kristin Hannah and Karen Robards will
enjoy this romantic and suspenseful book from #1 NYT Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy. (This is a full length novel
of approximately 100,000 words) Every family has secrets -- some too intriguing to resist ... some too dangerous to
ignore ... A novel about three remarkable families -- the ﬁfty-year-old promise that once bound them together, the
ﬁery betrayal that tore them apart, and the ancient bronze dragon that could destroy their future ... Riley McAllister,
Paige Hathaway, and Alyssa Chen come from very diﬀerent worlds. Tough guy Riley has overcome the hard knocks of a
working-class upbringing. Paige struggles to deﬁne her place as the heir to a famous antiques emporium. And Alyssa
feels trapped by the restrictions of her family's old world attitudes. Now this unlikely trio of strangers must come
together to follow an elusive trail through the streets of San Francisco -- from glittering Paciﬁc Heights to colorful
Chinatown to trendy south of Market. Each will have to make the impossible choice between romantic love and family
loyalty, between sheltering lies and revealing truth. Once the door to the past is opened, there's no turning back ...

PERFECT TARGET (THRILLING ROMANTIC SUSPENSE)
Fog City Publishing, LLC "I can’t think of a better way to spend a Saturday night than losing myself in one of Barbara
Freethy’s books. I love the Oﬀ The Grid series but I honestly think this one is my favorite. I have no doubt her next
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book will be awesome, too!" Booklovers Anonymous When a yacht blows up in the Newport Beach Harbor killing a
California senator, FBI Agent Beck Murray is reminded of another mega-yacht ﬁre ten years earlier. Then a rookie cop,
he pulled popular teenage TV star Piper Nolan out of the water. He's never forgotten her terror or her rambling story,
but the investigation was shut down before it got started. Now the current explosion provides a clue that leads back to
Piper, and Beck knows it can't be a coincidence. But Piper is even less willing to talk to him now. The former It Girl has
hidden herself in the shadows. She has secrets and is clearly terriﬁed. Are her secrets twisted up in murder? Did she
lie to him before? Is she lying to him now? The danger heightens when another body drops. Beck needs to ﬁnd a killer
before anyone else becomes a target, including himself…and maybe the woman he's beginning to love. Don't miss
PERFECT TARGET, the next thrilling romantic suspense novel in the bestselling OFF THE GRID: FBI Series by #1 New
York Times Bestselling Author, Barbara Freethy. Also Available: Perilous Trust #1 Reckless Whisper #2 Desperate Play
#3 Elusive Promise #4 Dangerous Choice #5 Ruthless Cross #6 Critical Doubt #7 Fearless Pursuit #8 Daring Deception
#9 Risky Bargain #10 Perfect Target #11 What the readers are saying… "Non-stop action, romance, murder, deceit,
secrets and lies… this is the wild ride that is Barbara Freethy!" Robin – Goodreads on PERFECT TARGET "I love this
series, and this one had me hooked from the beginning. Beck and Piper’s story is intense and captivating, with lots of
twists and turns! It’s a wonderful read!" Kristen – Goodreads "Perfect Target is the perfect combination of mystery,
suspense, and romance. I love this series, and this one had me hooked from the beginning!" Kristen - Goodreads
"Perfect Target is an adrenaline rush that begs to be read in one sitting as FBI agent Beck Murray ﬁnds himself
investigating, protecting and falling in love with Piper Nolan, a former child TV series star whose life he had saved
some years ago." Jane – Goodreads "WOW!!! What a nail biter. Great characters and an absolutely wonderful read!"
Cheryl – Goodreads on PERFECT TARGET

SUDDENLY ONE SUMMER
Simon and Schuster The ﬁrst in a contemporary romance suspense series from New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author Barbara Freethy, set in the coastal California town of Angel’s Bay. In Angel’s Bay there is a local
legend: spirits from an 1800s shipwreck protect the townspeople, bringing about a belief in miracles and an ability of
the community to heal wounds and save souls. So when Jenna Davis’s sister left instructions for keeping her daughter,
Lexie, safe from her abusive father, Jenna obeyed her late sister’s wishes and took Lexie to Angel’s Bay. For three
months, the two live quietly. But when a young woman jumps over the pier into the ocean, Jenna dives in, saving the
woman’s life. Now a hero in the eyes of the locals, Jenna tries to lie low, but reporter Reid Tanner is determined to
ﬁgure out just who she is and what she’s hiding from—without realizing the possible cost.

STEAL MY HEART: A SWEET, CLEAN CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
BACHELORS & BRIDESMAIDS #2
Fog City Publishing, LLC

NEXT TIME I FALL
Fog City Publishing, LLC Fall in love at Whisper Lake in NEXT TIME I FALL, the next charming and heartwarming book in
the series! Don't miss any books in the Whisper Lake Series: Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The
Moonlight #3 Just One Kiss #4 If We Never Met #5 Tangled Up In You #6 Next Time I Fall #7 What the readers are
saying about Whisper Lake… "ALWAYS WITH ME is a heartwarming second chance romance, with a captivating
mystery, that keeps you reading and wondering what happens next." Doni - Goodreads "Tragedy haunts her, regrets
shadow him and passion lures them into a mystery as dangerous as their feelings for each other. Freethy captivates
with a sensuous game of tainted hearts and tempting romance. MY WILDEST DREAM is a hotbed of intriguing
storytelling. Brodie and Chelsea are sure to get under your skin." Isha C – Goodreads "I have just ﬁnished CAN'T FIGHT
THE MOONLIGHT and WOW such an emotional book. The characters of Justin and Lizzie were so well written, with so
much depth. There were scenes in this book that gave me a lump in my throat. Absolutely loved this book...and can’t
wait for the next one!" Booklovers Anonymous "This book has it all—some laughs, some tears, some drama, and, of
course, romance. You’re always guaranteed a happy-ever-after from this author, but it’s the emotional journey she
takes the characters on that make it well worth the ride." Stacey – Goodreads on CAN'T FIGHT THE MOONLIGHT
"Barbara Freethy never disappoints. This newest installment in her Whisper Lake series, has it all, romance, drama,
danger and a little steam. We meet Keira and Dante, who ﬁnd their HEA in spite of the crazy. Make sure you add this
one to your TBR list." Linda – Goodreads on IF WE NEVER MET "If We Never Met is ﬁlled with the poignant and
bittersweet moments in the story as well as the plot twists, that I have come to love and expect in Barbara Freethy's
stories. Highly recommend this incredible love story and am so looking forward to reading the next book in the series."
Patti – Goodreads on IF WE NEVER MET

MY WILDEST DREAM
Fog City Publishing, LLC "Tragedy haunts her, regrets shadow him and passion lures them into a mystery as dangerous as
their feelings for each other. In MY WILDEST DREAM, Freethy captivates with a sensuous game of tainted hearts and
tempting romance." Isha Brodie McGuire was a bold, fearless skier whose dreams of Olympic gold vanished in one
career-ending fall. Now, he's following in the footsteps of his grandfather as a cop in his hometown of Whisper Lake.
Surrounded by the mountains he once conquered, Brodie is trying to ﬁnd stability and purpose in his new
future...when a case brings him together with a beautiful woman, whose cool reserve intrigues him more than he'd
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like. Chelsea Cole was a country music singer on her way to the top when her music inspired a tragedy. Unable to face
her fans or the spotlight, she went into hiding, reinventing herself as a small-town music teacher. But Whisper Lake
has its secrets, and a problem with one of Chelsea's students introduces her to a brash and altogether too sexy cop
who wreaks havoc on her plans for a quiet, drama-free life. As Chelsea and Brodie work together to solve a mystery,
sparks ﬂy between them. Brodie tempts Chelsea out of her safe cocoon, but will more pain be waiting? And when
Brodie pushes Chelsea to ﬁnd her voice again, will she be one more dream he has to give up? Don't miss any of the
WHISPER LAKE novels: Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just One Kiss #4 What
the readers are saying about MY WILDEST DREAM… "This is a captivating, heartwarming story with laughter, tears, and
the enchanting town of Whisper Lake." Kristen "Chelsea & Brodie steal your heart from the very ﬁrst pages to the last.
MY WILDEST DREAM has small town charm and the comfort of friends and family. I loved everything about this MustRead Story!!" Doni "Barbara Freethy is a must read for me...romance, suspense, great stories & characters you want to
meet & have a few drinks with." Mary – on MY WILDEST DREAM "MY WILDEST DREAM has just the right mix of romance
and suspense to keep the reader interested from the ﬁrst chapter to the ﬁnal page. I loved everything about this book.
Visiting Whisper Lake is like coming home and reuniting with old friends. You won’t be disappointed. Norma "What a
fantastic story in MY WILDEST DREAM. I love the twist of mystery that Barbara puts in her books." Cindy – Goodreads
"A beautiful story of love and second chances. Dreams can change but they can get better too. Great mystery and
suspense." Yvonne on MY WILDEST DREAM "MY WILDEST DREAM is another awesome book that will keep you on the
edge of your seat." Yvonne

DARING DECEPTION: SPINE-TINGLING ROMANTIC SUSPENSE
Fog City Publishing, LLC "The action was intense and kept me on the edge of my seat! Barbara Freethy is an amazing
writer who captures the reader's attention from the very ﬁrst sentence, so much so, I read this book in one sitting." 5
Stars! Booklover's Anonymous He didn't just break her heart, he broke her soul… When a bomb exploded at her
college, Caitlyn Carlson's life changed in an instant. Ten years later, she's no longer a vulnerable, trusting girl, but a
tough, ruthless, FBI agent. But her hard exterior covers a deep, aching hole in her heart. Quinn Kelly has changed his
life, too, trying to make up for the horriﬁc mistakes of his youth. But some mistakes can't be outrun or forgiven. Some
feelings don't stay buried, no matter how hard you try. An explosion at a local university takes them back to the past,
to the one place they never wanted to go again…and to each other. They barely survived loving each other the ﬁrst
time around. The secrets and lies almost killed them. Will this be their second chance, or will this be the end of
everything? Don't miss this thrilling romantic suspense by #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy! Also
Available in the Oﬀ The Grid: FBI Series Perilous Trust #1 Reckless Whisper #2 Desperate Play #3 Elusive Promise #4
Dangerous Choice #5 Ruthless Cross #6 Critical Doubt #7 Fearless Pursuit #8 Daring Deception #9 What the readers
are saying… "Standing in the shadows of love, you can't help but feel the heartache to come. Daring Deception paints a
thrilling picture of a dangerous love story. Brodie and Caitlyn pull emotions into a maze that is powerful, intriguing and
never ending. With Freethy there is always a twist to tie emotions up in knots and leave readers feeling breathless."
Isha – Goodreads "There were a lot of twists and turns in this series that kept me guessing about what was going to
happen next, and I deﬁnitely did not see the ending coming! This book was the perfect mix of romance and suspense, a
page turner from beginning to end! Kate – Bookbub "A story that builds on revenge, kidnapping, and forgiveness.
DARING DECEPTION is a deﬁnite winner in this series." Ellen - Goodreads "Just ﬁnished this gem by Barbara Freethy...I
can honestly say it was one of the best books I have read this year. This author is a genius at creating authentic
characters!" Claire – Goodreads on Daring Deception "Barbara Freethy knows how to write a beautiful, believable love
story....with just the right amount of heat." Trude – Goodreads on Daring Deception "Wow! Every time I think I can’t
enjoy a book in this Oﬀ The Grid series any more than the ones I’ve already read, Barbara Freethy proves me wrong.
DARING DECEPTION is full of twists and turns and two great main characters." Mary - Goodreads

DESPERATE PLAY: THRILLING FBI ROMANTIC SUSPENSE
Fog City Publishing, LLC

CALLAWAY COUSINS BOX SET, BOOKS 1-4
Fog City Publishing, LLC Meet the Callaway Cousins! More irresistible, heartwarming romance, poignant family drama, and
intriguing suspense awaits in this special collection featuring the ﬁrst three complete novels and a bonus novella! IF I
DIDN'T KNOW BETTER "Loved this book. Great start to the Callaway Cousins spinoﬀ. A little suspense, a lot of romance
and a great story make this a winner." Bette - Goodreads Mia Callaway thought she had the perfect guy and the
perfect job...until she didn't. After a run of bad luck, Mia is looking for an escape, so she agrees to go to Angel's Bay to
clean out her aunt's house. She has no idea that the wounded soldier next door and his adorable, but also wounded,
daughter are about to change her deﬁnition of perfect. Add in stolen art, a family secret, and a town where miracles
can happen, and Mia's escape turns out to be the greatest adventure of her life. Don't miss this emotional and
heartwarming small-town romance by #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy. TENDER IS THE NIGHT
"Fabulously written characters with wit and humor. Action packed and dramatic. Sexy and angst ﬁlled. Intense twists
and turns. I love this family." Terri - Goodreads FBI agent Kate Callaway is on her way to San Francisco for a family
wedding when her boss asks her to make a side trip to help an ex-agent with a cold case. Devin Scott wants FBI
resources to ﬁnd a serial arsonist, who is believed to be dead. Instead, he gets a newly minted agent who is a
beautiful, idealistic and irritating distraction. He wants her to walk away, and she knows she should go…but she can't.
Suddenly, Kate is caught up in an intriguing mystery and the arms of a dangerously sexy man, whose obsession with
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truth and justice could put not only his life on the line but also hers. TAKE ME HOME (Novella) Meet Ian Callaway and
catch up with two popular Callaway siblings, Emma and Burke, in this charming and fun Callaway novella that will
sweep you away to Ireland in a tale of romance and adventure! When Eleanor Callaway asks three of her grandchildren
to make a trip to her childhood home in Ireland, they have no idea her plan for each of them will make this a lifechanging trip. Emma, the spunky, never-say-quit, ﬁre investigator is happily married but has been struggling to have a
child. While many of her siblings are welcoming new babies, Emma is afraid that she may never be a mother, but a trip
to the Emerald Isle shows her that family is not always about bloodlines. Burke Callaway saved his cousin's life in a
ﬁre, but now he's dealing with a possible career-ending injury. All he's ever wanted to be is a ﬁreﬁghter, to follow in
the steps of the men who came before him. But this oldest son, for whom responsibility weighs heavy, now has a
chance to discover a new and more free-spirited side of himself. Ian Callaway is a world-renowned scientist, but his
high IQ has been isolating. This sexy, attractive genius meets his hero in Ireland—a mysterious professor who is about
to send him oﬀ on an adventure that will both threaten and change his life forever. CLOSER TO YOU "CLOSER TO YOU
has my favorite combination, an enchanting romance and a tantalizing mystery. And my most important requirement,
characters that I care about." Valerie Renowned scientist Ian Callaway believes in numbers, logic and reason. His life is
an equation that always adds up, until his mentor asks him to do him a small favor. This favor sends him out of his lab
and smack into Grace O'Malley, a free-spirited, beautiful elementary school teacher, who believes in love and miracles.
He was only supposed to deliver a package from Grace's estranged father, but a sudden snowstorm, a gathering of
world leaders, and unexpected danger changes everything. Ian doesn't know if he wants love, but he could sure use a
miracle. If he can ﬁnd a way to believe in Grace and the impossible, he might just get both.

CALLAWAY COUSINS BOX SET, BOOKS 5-7
Fog City Publishing, LLC The Callaway Cousins are back with three full-length novels featuring page-turning romance,
touching family drama, and intriguing suspense! Don't miss this special collection! ONCE YOU'RE MINE "ONCE YOU'RE
MINE is a perfect blend of intrigue, suspense, action and smoldering romance and author Barbara Freethy has outdone
herself once again!" RJ Fireﬁghter Dylan Callaway is no coward when it comes to running into burning buildings but
running into love with a beautiful and seriously annoying brunette is another story. Dylan ﬁrst met Tori Hayden in high
school when she was the irritating little sister of one of his best friends. Ten years later, Tori is a determined news
reporter, who believes Dylan holds the key to solving a mysterious ﬁre that may be part of a cover-up for murder. Tori
would have rather worked with anyone other than the ruggedly sexy Dylan, who had been the star of many of her
teenaged fantasies, but she needs help to get to the truth and to get justice for someone she loved. Sparks ﬂy as
Dylan and Tori put out one ﬁre only to start another one—one that might consume them both. CAN'T LET IT GO "Wow!
Griﬃn and Annie's story is full of mystery, lies, danger, fun, and lots of chemistry. Everything I love in a Callaway
book." Lisa Talented graphic artist and animator Annie Callaway has been commissioned by a Hollywood studio to
create the next superhero blockbuster movie, but a bout of creative block has Annie searching the Southern California
beach scene for inspiration. A local Irish bar in an old train depot, run by the ruggedly attractive and somewhat
mysterious Griﬃn Hale, piques her interest, and she ﬁnds herself weaving fantasies about not only Griﬃn but also the
quirky characters who work there. The last thing Griﬃn Hale needs at his bar is a nosy artist looking for personal
stories to turn into movie plots. He has carefully cultivated a scene of complete normalcy for people who need it more
than Annie could possibly imagine, and it's his job to protect them. But the beautiful redhead with the compelling
green eyes is diﬃcult to turn away. Annie's fantasy world where good always conquers evil is not the life that Griﬃn
has lived, and he can't help but think she'll never be satisﬁed with anyone less than a superhero. After a string of bad
relationships, Annie willingly admits that most real men don't live up to her muscle-bound, cape-wearing protectors of
the world, but when her stubborn curiosity propels her into a danger she never expected, she begins to realize that
some heroes work in the dark…and a man who ﬁghts for you is a man worth ﬁghting for. While Griﬃn is determined to
keep Annie alive, he's not at all convinced he can give her the happily-ever-after she's looking for. But then some
stories take an unexpected turn… SECRETS WE KEEP "Another fabulous story—a mystery to solve, danger and romance
all wrapped together. If you're not already a fan of Barbara Freethy, this story is sure to make you one." – Susan D.,
Goodreads When ﬁreﬁghter Hunter Callaway makes a grisly discovery during a scorching ﬁre at the house of his former
high school sweetheart, everything he thought he knew about his past is now in question. The girl he'd loved, the one
who'd broken his heart when she'd run away with another guy, might not have been who he thought she was. The last
thing Cassidy Ellison ever wanted to do was revisit her past. But she's suddenly a suspect in a terrible crime, and while
she might be able to put oﬀ the police, there's no running away from Hunter Callaway—not again. The boy of her
dreams is now a man—an impatient, angry, demanding man who wants answers, some of which she has vowed never
to speak. Staying silent has kept her alive, but now her secrets might not only take her life, but also Hunter's. As
determined as Hunter is to make her talk, someone else is just as determined to keep her quiet…

IF WE NEVER MET
One moment can change a life...or two Keira Blake agrees to the blind date simply because she has a wedding coming
up and no plus one. Tired of being the last single girl standing in her group of friends, she shows up at the bar with low
expectations, but her ruggedly handsome date is far more attractive and interesting than she'd imagined. In fact, he
seems too good to be true... Dante DeAngelis, the star pitcher for the Miami Mavericks, is in Whisper Lake for a month
to rehab a shoulder injury away from the spotlight of his baseball career and his famous girlfriend. When the beautiful
brunette assumes he's her date, he momentarily plays along, enjoying the rare instance of not being seen as a
celebrity but as himself... When their true identities are revealed, Keira and Dante try to stay away from one another.
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Keira has family commitments that will keep her in Whisper Lake, and Dante is just passing through. He also has a
girlfriend and a job miles away. But sometimes love gets in the way of the best laid plans... Compelling, heartwarming,
and feel-good romance awaits in IF WE NEVER MET, the next book in the bestselling Whisper Lake Contemporary
Romance Series! Have you missed any of the Whisper Lake novels? Always With Me (#1) My Wildest Dream (#2) Can't
Fight The Moonlight (#3) Just One Kiss (#4) If We Never Met (#5) Tangled Up In You (#6) What the readers are saying
about IF WE NEVER MET: "The latest Whisper Lake novel by Barbara Freethy is refreshing, well-written and just plain
fun to read! As with Barbara Freethy books, there is intrigue & mystery within this romance. I highly recommend this 5
star romance! Looking forward to returning to Whisper Lake soon." Geri - Goodreads "A Barbara Freethy book is always
a perfect choice when you want you to be swept away with a great story, romance and a hint of danger. This book is all
that and more." Susan - Goodreads "Barbara Freethy's latest novel on Whisper Lake series is an absolutely superb
novel! I just read it in one go, from the moment Dante and keira meet to the last page it's simply wonderful. Ms.
Freethy has written a well- developed story with likeable characters. This book is highly recommended if you're looking
for a weekend or a beach read." Lishani - BookBub "Freethy gives emotions the best of both worlds with a hauntingly,
unpredictable romance. There's always a twist that pulls at the heart and boggles the mind. If We Never Met may be
subtle, but leaves quite an impact on the soul. Freethy never disappoints." Isha "This is such a good book! It's a
charming, fun, intriguing and moving story. Captivated me from the ﬁrst page to the last. 5 STARS!" Doni - Goodreads
"Loved it. From the meet cute to the wedding (not theirs) at the end it is an enjoyable and entertaining tale. Some nailbiting moments. Many personal growth issues. Family ties and losses. A delight to be back in Whisper Lake once
again." Barbara - Goodreads on If We Never Met

LIGHTNING LINGERS
(LIGHTNING STRIKES TRILOGY #2)
Fog City Publishing, LLC From #1 NY Times Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy comes the second book in a new romantic
suspense trilogy: Lightning Strikes. In these connected novels, lightning leads to love, danger, and the unraveling of
long-buried secrets that will change not only the past but also the future… Katherine Barrett, a dedicated young
doctor, receives a terriﬁed phone call from her brother, TJ. He is running away to Mexico to save himself and their
family from an unnamed killer. He warns her not to come after him and not to go to the police, as there is no one she
can trust. But Katherine realizes there might be someone she can trust… She turns to her former high school
sweetheart Jake Monroe—the man whose heart she broke a decade earlier. Katherine asks Jake to ﬂy her into a remote
and dangerous part of Mexico where no one else dares to go. Jake had always thought that one day Katherine would
realize she needed him, but he didn't expect it to go down this way. Still, he can't resist the beautiful blonde he has
never been able to forget. They set oﬀ on an adventure that will take them into the past, unravel a decade of secrets,
and lead them into the heart of a lightning storm that will change the way they look at their families, the world, and
each other… Grab the complete Lightning Strikes Trilogy today! Beautiful Storm (#1) Lightning Lingers (#2) Summer
Rain (#3) Coming Soon! Don't Miss the Spin-oﬀ Series OFF THE GRID: FBI TRILOGY Perilous Trust (#1) - Available for
Preorder Reckless Whisper (#2) - Coming Soon Desperate Play (#3) - Coming Soon PRAISE FOR BARBARA FREETHY
NOVELS "Golden Lies is an absolute treasure, a fabulous, page-turning combination of romance and intrigue. Fans of
Nora Roberts and Elizabeth Lowell will love Golden Lies." -- NYT BestsellingAuthor Kristin Hannah "Freethy's smooth
prose, spirited storytelling and engaging characters, are sure to send readers on a treasure hunt for the author's
backlist books." --Publishers Weekly "In the tradition of LaVyrle Spencer, gifted author Barbara Freethy creates an
irresistible tale of family secrets, riveting adventure and heart- touching romance." -- NYT Bestselling Author Susan
Wiggs on Summer Secrets "This book has it all: heart, community, and characters who will remain with you long after
the book has ended. A wonderful story." -- NYT Bestselling Author Debbie Macomber on Suddenly One Summer
"Freethy has a gift for creating complex characters." -- Library Journal "Barbara Freethy is a master storyteller with a
gift for spinning tales about ordinary people in extraordinary situations and drawing readers into their lives." -Romance Reviews Today "Freethy’s skillful plotting and gift for creating sympathetic characters will ensure that few
dry eyes will be left at the end of the story." -- Publishers Weekly on The Way Back Home "Freethy skillfully keeps the
reader on the hook, and her tantalizing and believable tale has it all– romance, adventure, and mystery." -- Booklist on
Summer Secrets "Freethy’s story-telling ability is top-notch." -- Romantic Times on Don't Say A Word "Powerful and
absorbing...sheer hold-your-breath suspense." -- NYT Bestselling Author Karen Robards on Don’t Say A Word "A pageturner that engages your mind while it tugs at your heartstrings...Don’t Say A Word has made me a Barbara Freethy
fan for life!" -- NYT Bestselling Author Diane Chamberlain on Don’t Say a Word "I love The Callaways! Heartwarming
romance, intriguing suspense and sexy alpha heroes. What more could you want?" -- NYT Bestselling Author Bella
Andre

SWEET SOMETHINGS
Fog City Publishing, LLC

LOVE WILL FIND A WAY
Avon Dylan Prescott had always longed for beautiful Rachel Tanner. She was everything he had wanted in a woman-but she was the wife of his business partner. Now that Rachel's marriage is over, she turns to Dylan with questions
only he can answer. The illicit passion he feels for her is no longer out of reach--but will their love ﬁnd a way to survive
once he tells her the truth?
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ON SHADOW BEACH
Simon and Schuster The second book in a heart-tugging contemporary romance series from bestselling author Barbara
Freethy, set in the California town of Angel’s Bay. Lauren Jamison hasn’t been back to Angel’s Bay since she was a
teenager—not since her sister Abby was murdered and Lauren’s boyfriend, Shane Murray, was accused of the crime.
When Lauren reluctantly returns home to assist her ailing father, the old attraction again ﬂares between Lauren and
Shane. But the terrible days after Abby’s murder still stand between them, as well as the secrets Shane has yet to
unveil. Finding the truth could bring closure—but at a cost. For there are people who don’t want old mysteries brought
to light—people whose fear makes them very dangerous.

FALLING INTO YOU (BACHELORS & BRIDESMAIDS #5)
Fog City Publishing, LLC The romance continues with FALLING INTO YOU, the 5th book in Barbara Freethy's bestselling
Bachelors and Bridesmaids Series. Seven female friends start out as bridesmaids and end up as brides! Maggie Gordon
grew up as an Army brat, moving every other year as the family followed her father around the world. Now what she
wants most in the world is a real home, an address that doesn't change every year, the kind of security most people
take for granted. She's very close to reaching her goals, and then a bad boy biker kisses all her plans right out of her
head. There's no way she's giving up her dreams for a man who is too charming for his own good—is there? Cole kisses
like an outlaw, and she's looking for a good guy this time around. Cole Hastings kissed the beautiful hotel clerk on a
whim. The last thing he expected was sparks hot enough to build a lasting ﬁre. He's been burned by love, and the last
thing he's looking for is a woman who wants to settle down. He tried that once, and it didn't work. There's no way he's
giving up his dreams for a woman who's passionate about gardening, baking and building a home—is there? Find out in
FALLING INTO YOU… Also Available In The Bachelors & Bridesmaids Series: Kiss Me Forever (#1) Steal My Heart (#2)
All Your Loving (#3) Before I Do (#4) Falling Into You (#5) Forever Starts Tonight (#6) Dreaming of You (#7) Coming
Soon PRAISE FOR BARBARA FREETHY NOVELS: "In the tradition of LaVyrle Spencer, gifted author Barbara Freethy
creates an irresistible tale of family secrets, riveting adventure and heart- touching romance." -- NYT Bestselling
Author Susan Wiggs on Summer Secrets "This book has it all: heart, community, and characters who will remain with
you long after the book has ended. A wonderful story." -- NYT Bestselling Author Debbie Macomber on Suddenly One
Summer “A warm and wonderful book about love, family and everything that’s important in life. Irresistible! I loved
it!” — Susan Elizabeth Phillips on Ask Mariah

WHEN WISHES COLLIDE (WISH SERIES #3)
Fog City Publishing, LLC "Adrianna Cavello's life changed in an instant when a break-in at her restaurant took the life of
her boyfriend and left her too traumatized to return to work. Months later, with everything she's ever wanted on the
line, Adrianna makes a wish by tossing a coin into a fountain known for making miracles.Wyatt Randall is also in need
of a miracle. Two years earlier, his ex-wife kidnapped their daughter, and Wyatt is desperate to ﬁnd his little girl. A
new lead raises his hopes, but quickly ﬁzzles out. When his coin clashes with another, he sees what little hope he has
ﬂying away. Adrianna and Wyatt soon learn that they have more in common than two coins that collided. In ﬁghting for
the lives they lost, they must learn how to trust again. Only then will they discover that meeting each other might not
be what they wished for, but exactly what they need..."--Back cover.
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